Hidden Camera Surveillance
Tel 1300 763 235

Model SDCDVR-520

Smoke Detector Camera & Motion Activated
Spy Cam Recorder
This is the latest design 12V DC medium or high resolution covert colour CCD Smoke
Detector Camera with a clear wide angle side view designed for indoor room or office
surveillance. High resolution 520 TV Lines and low lux ideal for low light as well, the image
quality is very high and perfect for any covert security application. This fully functional
Smoke Detector Camera with a built in DVR and internal memory up to 32GB. Really looks
the part. It si very discreet and high effective with recycle recording when the internal SD
card is full. Read more below

This Smoke Detector Spy Security Camera Recorder is not your average hidden camera. This is an
"all in one" high resolution 520 TVL Sony CCD colour pinhole camera (excellent in low light as well)
with a built in Digital Video Recorder (DVR) plus a super high gain pinhole microphone for crystal clear
audio recording in sync with video. Remember this is a fully functional smoke detector and spy security
camera with motion activated or constant recording, so it won't look out of place anywhere indoors.
The pinhole CCD camera provides a perfect 100-degree horizontal wide view and therefore ideal for
any room or office large or small. The view is across the room and not straight down.
The concealed camera will be able to see and discreetly record everything and at any time there is
movement within the room, even up to 12m away. During the easy setup (connect to any TV to see
what the camera can see) the camera can be entered into several recording modes. For instance,
when motion is detected, the recording duration, speed and quality are set using the supplied wireless
remote control. Once the spy cam detects motion, we may choose to record video and audio in real
time (can be slower to conserve SD card memory) and at high resolution.
Again we can set high, medium and low. However, once motion is detected, for how many seconds
would you like the detector to record? Now that could be 10 seconds, 15, 20, 30 or longer. If motion
continues longer than the pre-set time, it will continue to record until motion stops. Simple as that! At
high-resolution real time recording, the Smoke Detector DVR will use about 1GB/40min of activity.
Program the camera to STOP recording when the SD card is full or LOOP RECYCLE recording
meaning it will auto over write from the earliest date when full. In loop recording mode the SD card will
record over itself time and time again until you say stop. Obviously the larger the SD card, the longer
the recording capacity before it overwrites.
Features
Fully Functional Smoke Detector
High Quality 540 TVL Full Colour SONY CCD Camera
Built-In DVR w/ max 32Gb SD Card Memory support
0.1 Lox Low Light Camera
Remote Control for "one touch" operation
Motion Activated
Ideal for covert surveillance
Find out what's going on when you're not around
Increase home & office security
Capture hidden camera video footage in extreme low light situations
High quality SONY CCD image sensor
Built-in Digital Video Recorder (DVR) for easy recording
Removable SD card for hours of video & easy viewing
No additional software needed to view videos on your PC
Needs To Be Connected To AC Power
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Specifications
Type: Colour CCD Camera Pick-Up
Device: Sony CCD Image Sensor
Picture Elements: EIA/NTSC: 512 H x 492 V - CCIR/PAL: 512 H x 582 V
Horizontal Resolution: 520 TVL
Minimum Illumination: 0.1 Lux
Horizontal Sync.
Frequency: EIA/NTSC: 15.734 KHZ - CCIR/PAL: 15.625 KHZ
Vertical Frequency: EIA/NTSC: 19.0699 MHZ - CCiR/PAL: 18.9375 MHZ
Function: Alarm Output
Lens: 3.7mm Pinhole Lens
Video Output: 1Vp-p, 75 Ohms Gamma: .045
Power Supply: DC12V
Power Consumption: 150 mA
Storage Temperature: -30C ~ 60C
Operation Temperature: -10C ~ 45C
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Specifications

Need more information
Tel 1300 763235
Hidden Camera Surveillance
A Division of Forrestbridge Pty Ltd Est. 1982
PO Box 773
Ashmore City QLD 4214
Email: sales@hiddencamera.com.au
URL
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www.hiddencamera.com.au

